E-Cigarettes, Vape Devices & E-Liquids

E-Cigarettes / Vape Devices / E-Liquids are Hazardous Waste
Do Not Place in Trash or Recycling Bins

Do Not Remove Batteries
Place in plastic zip-type bag
BRING TO ecopark --
No Appointment Necessary

- E-Cigarettes:
  Disposable, Prefilled or Refillable - No tank or pod
  Cartridge attached to pen containing battery

- Tanks / Mods:
  Designed for multiple uses
  Can be filled with different substances and modified to vary voltage

- Pod Mods:
  E-cigarette or vaping device with prefilled
  OR refillable pod,
  OR pod cartridge with modifiable pod system;
  Come in many sizes, shapes, colors
  Compatible prefilled pod cartridges that contain nicotine, THC, or CBD –
  with or without flavors

- E-Liquids:
  Typically a mixture of water, flavoring, choice of nicotine levels or cannabis

ecopark HOURS OF OPERATION
Wednesday ........................................ 1pm - 6:30pm
Saturday ............................................ 7:30am - 1pm
(Closed on Holidays)
10 Avion Drive Rochester, NY 14624
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Waste Management
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